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GAMBIER OBSERVER
AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL-
CHRIST AND THE CHURCH-Tll'TIl AND LOVE.
Vol. X.---- No. 20. GAMBIER, SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1840. W hole Number 488.
' of man nfter the fall of Adam is such, that he '
•=-------------------------------- ----- — i cannot turn and prepare himself by his own •
THE FEAR OF THE LORD. I natural strength and good works to faith and'
“The tjar of the Lord is the beginning of Wisdom.” calling on God’’—with which nt first view it • 
In the second chapter of Wilberforce's Prac- mav seem irreconcilable. This answer, then,J 
ti(;al View, third section, the author considers will he seen, if I mistake not, in u proper ex-J 
an objection preferred by the sinner, founded 1 plication of the passage. “The fear ol tbej 
on the acknow'edged impossibility of turning, I Lord, is the beginning of wisdom.”
by his own power from sin to holiness—and First then — Fear, in the abstract, is defined 
with his accustomed fairncsr gives him the ail- to be ‘‘that uneasiness of mind which aiises 
vantage of the fallowing strong statement of j from an apprehension of danger.” It is always]
OHIGIIIAL M A T T 2 R.
his case. “Whatever I am, I am what my 
Creator made me—1 inherit a nature,you your­
self confess, depraved and prone to evil: how 
then can I withstand the temptations to sin by 
which I am environed? If this plea cannot es­
tablish n.y innocence, it must excuse oral least
extenuate my guilt—frail and weak as 1 am,! nature, intimately and indissolubly interwoven 
a being of infinite justice and goodness will | with our very being insomuch that we cannot 
never try me by a rule, which however cquit- conceive of a living, sentient self-conscious 
able in the case of creatures of a higher na- 1 being without it. Though called and properly 
ture, is altogether disproportionate to mine.’" so, a passion, because it is an affect.on coupled
Waiving all discussion of the grand question 
concerning the origin of moral evil, or the at­
tempt to reconcile its existence and conse juent
punishment with the acknowledged attributes 1 turned towards it—other passions act volunta-' 
and perfections of God, the author contents him- rily and even seek for occasions to eaerctse 
sell, wi*h rendering this as the best practical themselves. This acts involuntarily, even 
answer to the difficu'ty—“If our natural con- ’ instinctively, and only when acted on. They
dition be depraved and weak, our temptations 
numerous, and our Almighty Judge infinitely 
holy—yet the offers of pardon, grace and 
strength to penitent sinners, arc universal and 
unlimited.”
This unswer is, I confess good and true, but1 middle ground between both. So lar therefore, 
us admitted by the author leaves room for fur- !rs we have examined it, fear belongs in com- 
ther difficulty in the mind of the objector who ; nr»on to the impenitent sinner and the righteous 
will rejoin: “But those offers of pardon, grace [ mnn. God gives repentance as we have seen—
and rtrength are made only to the penitent, 
and this consideration you must admit revives 
the objection in all its force, so far as an im-
penitent person is supposed to adduce it—for already given it to all men in the very consti- 
how shall he get penitence? Now, what fur- tion of their nature—just as he has given them, 
ther answer can be given to remove theobjec-! for example, an affection for gcod. So much 
tion entirely? To say “God gives repentance” for the affection.
is but one other step towards this end. It is But secondly, let us consider the object of 
only trimming the objection closer to the root,' fear “Fear* of God”—convertible, in our pre­
hut not eradicating it—for though lie gives, He I sent purpose with “fear of the Lord”—is de­
does not force repentance on any one—The fined thus, in theological asc “that holy dis­
unwitling mind may remain. How is this to position or gracious habit, formed in the soul 
be overcome? By no force certainly, llou by the Holy Spirit, whereby we arc inclined to 
then ? fo my mind, it is plain—without enter- ] obey all God’s commands.”
mg into any metaphysical consideration of 
free will—that we shall render an answer sal-
i*factory to the objector himself, if we show then the fear of God, is simply that passion.
that all men are naturally in such a relation to 
spiritual good, that they have only to exercise 
this free will—according to their own notions 
of it—in order to lay hold of and appropriate 
it. This may, I think, be shown, and in per­
fect consistency with the truth of scripture as 
exhibited in our 10th Art: that the condition
and of necessity attended by the desire of} 
avoiding it—we distinguish carefully not only 
between the affection and the desire with which 
it is thus coupled, but between both and the ob-, 
ject or occasion which awakens them. Fear* 
J is a fundamental affection or disposition of our
with a desire—it is however a passion xuigen-' 
eris, distinguished from others in having its 
desire turned from its object, while theirs is j
are positive in relation to their objects—this 
negative—tiicy advance—this retreats—they 
covet—this abhors its object.—Free will, as all 
will udrnit, acts as well in avoiding evil, as in 
seeking good and occupies what is properly the
but it is not said, so far as 1 know, in the same 
sense, that he gives fear. It is rather to be 
said, from what we have advanced, that he has
Ixjt us consider this definition with some care 
If what has been said of fear be correct.
uneasiness and desire—which has God for its 
object. But thus considered, the subject of such 
fear (the objector himself supposes) is to be re­
garded as abAoring, and shrinking from God. 
the very opposite of the meaning first assigned 
to the phrase. Yet their opposite definitions are 
both true! How? we answer—-The definition
quoted, obviously comprises the lore of God— 
rather love to God, as its principal ingredient, 
not only because holiness and grace imparted 
by the Holy Spirit, are ascribed to its posses­
sor—but because in exact keeping with our 
Saviour’s expressions, he evinces that love by 
the characteristic mark of obeying his com­
mandments—but the fear of God, to which we 
refer, has no love in it—and it is this—strange 
as at first sight it may appear, and even con­
tradictory— which 1 apprehend is the beginning 
of wisdom” meant in the passage. Let us ex­
plain—Fear and Love, as passions, are alike 
in being affections cor pi cd with desires—but in 
all other respects they are unlike and even op­
posite—“Fear hath torment”—Love, delight* 
But God himself, is the object of the fear we 
speak of and so is he, of the love to which 
wc refer. Jlow then, it may be asked, can he 
be the common object of both pnssions? As 
God, we answer he is the object of both, be­
cause He combines in his own nature, attributes, 
which to us-ward, as sinners, arc both icpul- 
sive and attractive—well indeed may the sin­
ner fear his awful attributes of holiness, truth 
and justice—and as weil may he love his good- 
ncss and mercy. 1 hese different classes of at­
tributes then, are the immediate and distinc­
tive objects of these two opposite affections, 
both existing in the same soul and having God 
us their common object. They do thus co-exist 
in the soul of the Saint and will thus continue 
while lie remains on earth-—until in fact that 
consummation for which his soul devoutly 
wishes, shall arrive, when “perfect love, shall 
cast out fear.” Rut in the soul of the impeni­
tent there is obviously no love to God—fear of 
God there niny be—and happy indeed for him 
it is, when such is the case, for it is the neces­
sary preliminary to the love of Him. No sin­
ner ever came to love God who hud not feared 
him. But it is very possible to fear and not to 
love Him. It is not uncommon to have “a fear­
ful looking for of Judgment.”
To proceed—“The fear of the Lord” as thus 
distinguished from the love of Him, is, wc re­
peat, that which is referred to in the passage 
as the “beginning of wisdom” we so apprehend 
it, for this strong reason, that the phrase in the 
other sense cannot be regarded as the beginning 
for it is clearly the end of wisdom—attained to 
nfter much progress has been made in the divine 
life—the shhiwimwi bonum and grand object to 
uhich that wisdom and life are addressed. But 
it may be asked, is the fear of the Lord in our 
sense of it, the natural inheritance of every 
man? We do not say so, although it be true 
that God has not left himself without witness 
even among the heathen, by the operations of 
his providence and the suggestions of natural 
conscience—but we do say, that the affection, 
disposition or passion of fear, considered ab-
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often expressed by the possessor of ill'gotten
wealth towards those from whose unwilling la­
bor his money has been wrung.
Tacitus (supposing him to have been the 
originator of the thought) deserves the more 
praise for his penetration, because this is one 
of those cases in which experience proves that 
to be the cause which we are, at first sight, dis­
posed to consider the effect. To injure because 
we hate appears more like the natural order 
of things than to hate beause we injure; but 1 
think it may be shewn that, from the constitu­
tion ol our minds, hatred is rather the conse­
quent of injury than injury of hatred.
We may injure in two ways: positively, by 
violating the rights of others; negatively, by 
not discharging our duties to them. The lat­
ter, to which (for the sake of brevity) we at 
present confine our remarks, embraces all 
those neglects which are exemplified in disre­
gard of the aflcctionate feelings of others to­
wards us, negligence in visiting the sick and j 
afflicted, delinquency in the proper care of 
those committed to our charge, and a thousand 
other short-comings which arise out of the 
countless relations in which we stand to our 
fellow creatures.
Whenever an injurious action is done, if we 
mistake not, the operation of the mind is this. 
For the gratification of some evil propensity, 
be it cruelty or indolence or envy or avarice, 
we feel impelled to do what we ought not, or not 
to do what we ought; the impulse proves too; 
strong for our oontrol, the deed is done; and j 
then, in most cases immediately conscience 
makes itself heard, and we suffer the pain of
self-reproach. This we cannot endure; by'V*
some- ineuns thfc pain must be allayed, and there 
are only two ways of doijjg this. We must 
either repent and amend; or else, persuade 
ourselves that we have not done wrong, and 
so become justified in our own sight. If we do 
the former, tho best course which the circum­
stances permit is adopted, and we feel disposed 
to ask the forgiveness of him whom we have 
injured, and by renewed efforts to prove the 
reality of our good feeling towards him; but 
if we refuse thus to “come unto ourselves,” 
and will persist in tho course we have com­
menced, we straightway set about endeavoring 
to convince ourselves, either that our relation 
towards the person injured does not put on us 
any responsibility, or that some unworthiness 
in him frees us from the obligation which, had 
he been worthy, would have rested upon us.
Thus, if the case be that of a sick person 
neglected, we say to ourselves, “He is nothing 
to us more than any body else;” or, “he is in­
temperate, or dishonest, or indolent, or an im­
postor.” Again: if a child be entrusted to our 
care and we neglect him, wo soon discover 
that “we are not his relatives” or that “he is 
vicious, and deceitful, and unruly;” and there­
fore (alas, what poor logic will answer the pur- 
I pose when the conclusion precedes the reason­
ing) therefore we are not bound to visit our sick 
fellow-creature who happens to be outwardly a 
few degrees more vicious than ourselves, nor 
to watch over the child confided to our care, 
who perhaps mny be tempted to evil far more 
strongly than we can at all conceive.
And then comes the hatred. Our mind and 
heart have been unfairly dealt with; and they
■ - ------------ --- ------------—------- i-----------=
stractly from its imnediata object, is a natural 
part of the being and constitution of every 
man, without exception, and will necessarily be 
excited into action by, and properly take its 
specific name from, the object of danger, that 
shall be presented to it; for example, the fear 
of death, the fear of poverty, the fear ol sick­
ness, and in like manner “the fear of God,” and 
to this excitement of fear, it is not necessary 
that the danger be real, it operates equally if 
it be ouly apparent—aye, though it be imagin­
ary,and finally though it only conceived as pos­
sible. Now not oven the athiest can say that 
he is not under the natural influence of fear in 
reference to the former of these objects, and cer­
tainly none but an athiest will say that he has 
no fear of God, as a being who possibly will 
visit him with misery or destruction, lie may 
not, indeed, think of, or consider the being, 
power or disposition of God—but if he do not, 
it is plainly from no inability to do so but be­
cause he voluntarily, of his own power, and 
even with a possitive effort, turns away from 
such thoughts and no doubt the vast majority of 
mankind^ do so in fact. The beginning of any 
thing does not strictly employ any progress in 
it. It is more properly the neutral point be­
tween doing a thing and the ceasing to do what 
is contrary to it—as in the passage “cease to 
do evil, learn to do well.” This beginning of 
wisdom, this fear of the Lord, is the pivot so to 
say, of our free will. It is the vantage ground 
of a free choice between good and evil, to the 
sinner, yet impenitent. Fear hath torment,^ 
and cannot but desire to get rid of it. But there 
is an alternative in its choice. The sinner, 
may either allay his fear by voluntarily shut-. 
ting his «yc» to tho danger which threaten* 
him from the word of God, as our progenitor 
did in the first transgression, or avoid it alto­
gether by taking retuge in his willing and ever 
ready Saviour. The choice is his own—it is 
perfectly free. True it is, according to scrip­
ture, that no man can be a Christian of his 
own natural, inherent power, but none will de­
ny that he mny be so, if God pleases, and cer­
tainly will be so, if God promises. That it is j 
thus his good pleasure, and his clear promise, 
look nt his words,familiar as the air we breathe J 
“Tho Lord is not willing that any should per-j 
ish.” “Have I any pleasure at all that the j 
wicked should die? 6aith the Lord, and not that 
he should return from his ways and live? “What 
man is he that fearclh the Lord—him shall he 
teach tho way that he shall choose.” “lie will 
fulfil the desire of them that fear Him—He will 
hear their cry and will help them.” The sin­
ner like Felix may tremble and sin on,—or like 
the jailor tremblo and cry out for salvation. 
Thechiocc is his own, but the power and the 
success is with God. Centurion.
Fort Gratiot, Michigan.
HATRED AND INJURY.
“Odcris quern leseris” is one of the best i 
sayings of that I’ rince of philosophic historians, 
*1 acitus. An attentive observer of men can­
not pass many days without seeing its truth 
repeatedly verified. On a grand scale, it is 
illustrated by the cruelty of tyrant nntions and 
monarchs, the almost unaccountable enmity 
felt by an enslaving race against an enslaved, 
and the mingled contempt and malignity so
• --- -- -----------------------
resent, and struggle against the injury when, 
ever the remembrance of it returns. Hence 
we loathe the sight of him whose presence nev­
er fails to renew a painful conviction of duty 
neglected, and neglect persisted in and justi­
fied by a violence done to our intellectual and 
moral honesty. Even the thought of him dis­
turbs us, and there remains no other vent to 
the feeling which remorse excites than that of 
adding another and another to the injury first 
done, until at last the consciousness of accu­
mulated evil-doing and evil-desert produces 
that dreadful state of heart for which hatred is 
the only word. Enitor.
THE CHURCH.
THF. ACKNOWLEDGED SOUNDNESS OF
THE DOCTRINES OF THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
On this point it seems unnecessary to dwell 
even for a moment, it being a truth so univer­
sally admitted. In all the controversies which 
have unhappily arisen between individuals of 
our own and other denominations, it is al­
ways conceded, that her doctrines are sound 
and scriptural, and expressed with great fel­
icity and moderation. There arc many, not of 
our own persuasion, who congratulate us and 
the whole Church of God, on our possession of 
such a creed and articles. They admire the 
wisdom with which our Reformers cither 
avoided ail doubtful and provoking subjects not 
essential to piety, or else spoke of them with 
that studied latitude, which allowed all due 
liberty to the human mind, at the same time 
that with the utmost fidelity they adhered to 
God’s word, whenever it was necessary to de­
clare essential and certain truths, and* thus by
* Most happily successful, indeed, have our 
Reformers been in the selection of great fun­
damental principles of faith, and the expression 
of them either in Scripture language, or in 
other most appropriate words; and in none more 
so than when thoy speak of the blessed doctrine 
of justification by faith in Christ, which Luther 
well styled “articulus stantis vel cadentis ec- 
clesiae.” Most jealous should we be over this 
doctrine and over every word in which it is set 
forth. We are deeply grieved to see that in the 
writings of some of the Oxford divines, the con- 
secratod language of Scripture, of the articles 
and homilies, is set aside and another language 
adopted. Even if it could he shewn that it was 
only a difference of terms. aDd not of doctrine, 
and we fear this cannot be done, we must lament 
and condemn this departure from the words of 
God, and ol that branch of his Church (o which 
we belong, and must fear a change of doctrine, 
if that be not already done. The Apostle Paul 
speaks of us as being justified by faith; the arti­
cles and homilies are most distinct aRd empbatie 
on this point, whereas in the writings to which 
I allude justification is a«cribcd to baptism, not 
to faith. The following extract from the adver­
tisement to the second volume ol the London 
edition of these tracts, will shew the change of 
language and of doctrine to which I allude. 
‘•Hence we have almost embraced the doctrine, 
that God conveys grace only through the instru­
mentality of the active energies; that is through 
faith, prayer, active spiritual contemplation, or 
what is called communion with God, iu contra­
diction to the primitive view, according to 
which tho Church and her sacraments arc the 
ordained and direct visible means of conveying 
to the soul what is itself supernatural and un­
seen. For example,would not most men main­
tain, on the first view of the subject, that to ad­
minister the Lord's supper to infants, or to the 
dying and apparently insensible, however con­
sistently pious and believing in their past lives, 
must be. under all circumstances and in every 
conceivable case, a superstition! And yet nei­
ther practice is without the sanction of primi­
tive usage. And does not this account for the 
prevailing indisposition to admit that baptism 
conveys regeneration! Indeed, this maybe set 
down as the essence of sectarian doctrine, (how­
ever its mischief may be restrained or compen­
sated in the case of individuals,) to consider
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a happy mixture of wisdom and fidelity, 
brought forth a system which at the same time 
frowns indignantly upon all needless and petty 
disputations, or metaphysical niceties, yet 
boldly protest against all false doctrine, here­
sy, and schism. It must be admitted, that in 
the public repetition of the creed each Sabbath, 
in the constant recitation of God’s holy word, 
in the use of such prayers and offices as are 
provided, we’ have the most effectual method 
for deeply impressing sound and wholesome 
doctrines upon the minds and hearts of both 
ministers and people, and producing an hap­
py uniformity of sentiment. If there be any 
serious doubt awakened in the minds of her 
ministers, concerning any great cardinal doc­
trine of religion, the excellency of her system 
and of her mode of enforcing it, immediately 
appears. It is impossible that any one not ut­
terly lost to all moral honesty, can be beset with 
such doubts, and long continue to repeat the 
creed and offer up the prayers of the Church. 
These condemn them before God as false to 
their ordinution vows—as speaking lies unto 
the Holy Ghost—as acting the hypocrite so 
manifestly, that it is impossible for them to 
continue long in so painful an exercise. There 
do occasionally, though very rarely, occur in­
stances where unhappy doubts assail the mind 
of the ministers, which, however, if not speed- 
ly removed, soon force them to say to the pro­
per authorities—take back these holy creden­
tials, we can no longer serve ot your altars; 
we cannot consent to utter with our lips, in
prayer to Heaven, what we do not believe in 
our hearts—and thus, without disturbing the 
peace and corrupting the purity of the Church, 
false doctrine is arrested nt the very door of 
its entrance. We do not affirm that we have a 
perfect antidote to heresy aud false doctrine, 
in this provision of the Church, and that we 
never shall be nfllictod with the insincere and 
sophistical arts of men who can subscribe a 
lie w ith their right haud, and even in the desk 
and at the altar be gudly of hypocrisy before 
Heaven, but we rejoice to think that we have 
the most effectual one—one whieh hitherto has 
happily preserved our communion from the’ 
contamination of heresy.
Let the professors of our Theological Sem­
inaries do their parts towards guarding our 
young candidates agaiust tho first beginnings 
of error; let all who are concerned in examin­
ing and recommending them for holy orders— 
and especially let the Bishops, cn whom so 
fearful responsibility rests—do their duty faith­
fully, and the Church is as well guarded as any 
institution can be, which, though appointed of 
Heaven, is in a measure committed to the keep­
ing of man.
We will only add, while on this topic, that 
we do bless God the more for having put it in­
to the hearts of the wise and pious framers of 
our articles and prayers, to make so judicious a 
selection of undoubted truths, and express them 
in such appropriate language, and adopt so 
effectual a method of impressing them upon 
the minds of ministers and people, when we 
consider in what an age of doubt and enquiry, 
of change and rapid movements we live, and 
when we hear even some of the leaders in Is­
rael speak as though our fathers knew nothing 
of the Holy Bible, never had the key of know­
ledge, with which to unlock its holy myste­
ries, as if the science of Theology were an 
unknown thing to us, and wo had yet to make 
as great advances in this as we have recently 
done in the arts and sciences of this \yorld,and 
in a little time should fly upwards to Heaven, 
with a velocity as much swifter thai that of 
our fathers in their arduous ascent, ns the men 
of this world now ascend those rivers, and fly 
over those plains which their lathers slowly 
travelled by the laboring oar and the heavy 
wheel.—Bishop Meade's Sermon
faith, and not the sacrameuts, as the proper in­
strument of justification and other gospel gifts, 
instead of holding that the grace of Christ 
comes to us altogether from without, (as from 
him, so through externals of his own ordaining ) 
faith being but the sine qua non, the necessary 
condition on our parts for duly receiving it.”
Whatever may he the excellencies of many of 
these tracts in other respects, they cannot, we 
think, compensate for the evil they would do, 
should they introduce error into tho Church on 
the subject of justification, and the means of 
attaining to it. With the above extract from 
the Oxford publications, we would contrast the 
following passage from Bishop Burnet’s exposi­
tion of the lltli article of the Church which 
treats of justification. “It is a tenet of the 
Church of Rome, that the use of the sacraments, 
if men do not put a bar to them, and if they 
have only imperfect acts of sorrow accompany­
ing them, does so far complete these weak acts 
as lo justify us. This we do utterly deny, as a 
doctrine that tends to enervate all religion; and 
to make the sacraments that were appointed to 
be the solemn acts of religion for quickening 
and inciting our piety, and for conveying grace 
to us upon our coming devoutly to them, become 
means to flatter and deaden us; as if they were 
of the nature of cliarns, which if they could be 
come at, though with ever so light a preparation, 
would makeup all defects. The doctrine of sa­
cramental justification is justly to be reckoned 
among the most mischievous of all those practi­
cal errors that arc in the Church of Rome. 
Since, therefore, this is no where mentioned in 
all those lar^e discourses that aro in the New 
Testament concerning justification, we have 
just reason to reject it. Since, also, the natural 
consequence of tip’s doctrine is to make men 
rest contented in low imperfect acts, when they 
can he so easily made up by a sacrament, we 
have just reason to detest it as one of the depths 
of Satan; the tendency ofit being io make those 
ordinances of the gospel, which were given ns as 
means to raise and heighten our faith and repen­
tance, become engines to encourage sloth and 
impenitence.”
1 hope it will not be inferred from the above 
remarks and these most apposite extracts, that 
the author of the sermon is disposed to under­
value ordinances. Those who know him best, 
will testify to the anxiety ever manifested by 
him to guard against the errors opposite to that 
condemned by Bishop Burnet.
On the subject of baptism, confirmation, and 
the Lord’s supper, he never omits an opportuni­
ty of urging their importance upon ministers 
land people. There are those who nnderva'lue 
them, as well as those who magnify them above 
measure.
THE GAn.NER.
ANGER HINDERS PRAYER.
Anger is a perfect alienation of the mind 
from prayer, and therefore is contrary to thut 
attention, which presents our prayers in a right 
line to God. For so have 1 seen a lark rising 
from his lied of grass, and soaring upwards, 
singing as he rises, and hopes to get to heaven 
and cilmb above the clouds; but the poor bird 
was beaten back with the loud sighiags of an 
eastern wind, aud his motion made irregular 
and inconstant, desending more at every breath 
of the tempest, that it could recover by the vi­
bration and frequent weighing of his wings; 
till the little creature was forced to sit down 
and pant, and stay till the storm was over; and 
then it made a prosperous flight, and did rise 
and sing, as if it had learned music and motion 
from an ungel, as he passed sometimes through 
the air, about his ministries here below: so is 
the prayer of a good man; when his affairs 
have required business, and his business was 
matter of discipline, and his discipline was to 
pass upon a sinning person, or had a design of 
charity, his duty met with infirmities of a man, 
and anger was its instrument, and tho instru­
ment became stronger than the prime agent, 
and raised a temptest and overruled the man, 
and then his prayer was broken, and his 
thoughts were troubled, and his words sent up 
towards a cloud, and his thoughts pulled them 
back again and made them without intention; 
and the good man sighs for his infirmity, but 
must be content to lose the prayer; and he must 
recover it when his anger is removed, and his 
spirit is calmed and made even as the brow of
Jesus, and smooth like the heart of God; and 
then it ascehdsrto heaven upon the wings of the 
holy dove, and dwells with God, till it returns, 
like the useful bee, loaden with blessing and 
tho dew of heaven—Bishop Jeremy Taylor.
HEALTH PROMOTED BY GODLINESS. 
Godliness doth very much conduce to health
which is so necessary to our enjoyment of any’ 
sensible good, that without it, neither riches, 
nor honors, nor any thing that we esteem most 
gratifying to our senses, will signify anything 
at all to us. Now that a sound and healthful 
constitution does exceedingly much depend 
upon a discreet government and moderation of 
our appetites and passions, upon a sober and 
temperate use of all God’s creatures which is 
an essential part of true religion, is a thing so 
evident, that 1 need make no words about it. 
What are most of our diseases and infirmities, 
that make us miserable and unpitied while we 
I ive, and cut us off in the midst of our days, and 
transmit weakness and rottenness to our pros­
perity, but the effects of our excesses and de­
bauches, our wantonness and luxury? Cer­
tainly, if we would observe those measures in 
our diet, and in our labors, in our passions, and 
in our pleasures, which religion has bound us 
up to, we might to such a degree, preserve our 
bodies, as to render the greatest part of physic 
perfectly superfluous.—Archbishop John Sharp.
RELIGION AND SCIENCE.
There is nothing inconsistent in science and 
religion, but a great philosopher may he a good 
Christian. True philosophy is indeed the 
handmaid to true religion; and the knowledge 
of the works of nature will lead to the know­
ledge of tho God of nature, “the invisible things 
of Him being clearly seen by the things which 
are made; even his eternal power and God­
head.” They are only minute philosophers 
who arc sceptics and unbelievers. Smnttcrers 
in science, they are hut smatterers in religion. 
Whereas the most eminent philosophers, those 
who have done honor to the nation, done honor 
to human nature itself, have also been believ­
ers and defenders of revelation, have studied 
scripture as well as nature, have searched af­
ter God in his word as well as in his works, 
and have even made comments on several parts 
of holy writ. So just and true is the observa­
tion of Lord Bacon. One of the illustrious 
persons here intended; “A little philosophy in- 
clineth man’s mind to atheism, hut depth in 
philosophy bringeth men’s minds about reli­
gion.”—Bishop Scwlon.
Truth is mightier than E’oqucncejThe Spirit 
is stronger than Genius; Faith is greater than 
Learning; and, as Paul saith, (he. foolishness of 
God is wiser than men. The eloquence of Ci- 
j cero wasoften overcome in trials by that which 
was inferior: Julian was more eloquent than 
Augustine. In a word, the victory is with 
stammering Truth, and not with lying elo­
quence; as it is written, Out of the mouths of 
babes and sucklings hast thou perfected strength, 
that thou mightrst destroy the enemy and the 
avenger.—Luther.
A good aim doth not make a had action good; 
but a bad aim makes a good action bad.
To trust in means is to neglect God; to neg­
lect means is to tempt God.
We then seek mercies aright, when we seek 
them more to please God with them, than to 
please ourselves with them.
A man may do the things which please God, 
and yet not please God in doing these things.
We are then truly afflicted for sin, when it 
is more for displeasing God than for the dis­
pleasure of God; more that he is displeased by 
us, than that he is displeased with us.
Life exhibits little more than a funeral pro­
cession, where friend follows fricud; weeping 
to-day, and wept for to-morrow.
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diu<e»b or onio.
Episcopal Jlctg.—At a visitation of All Saints 
Church, Portsmouth, on Sunday the 29.It March, 
Bishop Mcllvaine confirmed three persons. On 
Wednesday the 1st inst., ten were confirmod by 
him in Si. Like’s Church, Marietta; on Sun­
day the 5.h, in St. Paul’s Church, Chillicothe, 
turn; on Wednesday,,the 8.1i, in St. Phillips , 
Church, Circleville, foe; on Sunday, the 12th, 
in Christ Church, Diyton.^w; on Bister Sun- I 
day, the 19.h, in the morning, in St. Paul’s Church, 
Cincinnati, thirty-three, end in the evening, in , 
Christ Church,ybr/y nine.
Ordination.—On Easter Sunday, the 19th inst. 
Stephen G. Gassaway. of the Senior class of the 
Theological Seminary of Ohio, was admitted to ; 
the holy order of deacons by Bishop Mcllvaine in 
Christ Church, Cincinnati. The candidate was 
presented by the Rev.Mr. Brooke.
Clerical ChaxgBs.— The Rev. Heman Dyer, 
A. M., late Principal of Milnor llall, has retired 
from his connexion with that branch of the Dio-
ceean Institution, and removed to Laceyville,near 
Pittsburg, Pa.
TAe Rev. MJ red Blake, B. D., and the. Rev. 
Norman Badger, A. M., have been appointed 
joint Principals of Milnor Hail.
The Rev. Mr. Blake lias resigned his connexion 
with Christ Church Cincinnati, as Assistant Min­
ister, and his appointment, as City Missionary, 
and having accepted the appointrojnl of joint 
Principal of Milnor Hall, has entered upon his
duties at Gambier.
The Rev. Mr. Bidger has resigned the Rec­
torship of Christ Church, Troy, and having ac­
cepted the joint Principalship of Milnor Hull, has \ 
removed to Gambier, and with the commencement 
of the present term, entered upon his duties.
The subject of Christian Educa'ionia in every 
quarter of our Church enlisting the zealous per­
sonal services and employing the pens of the 
best sell Jars both of the clergy and laity. Chris­
tian Pedagogy, in the higher sense of the Prussian 
and German Sell mis, is fast earning,in our Church 
at least, the rank to which as one of the most use­
ful learneJ professions, it is iutitleJ. The follow­
ing remarks from a late number of an influential 
and able periodical which has just reached us (the 
Journal of Religious E lucation) are worthy of an 
attentive reading. We adopt them as expressing 
our own views on the important subject to which 
they refer.
We have already adverted to the fact, that pa­
rents too generally pay but little attention to the 
miral and religious culture of their chilJteu, giv­
ing aim iat universally, by far the larger share of 
their care and means to their intellectual training 
This sad mistake however, when it has been per 
ceived, and is discarded, is too often exchanged 
but for another. Religion is hencefoith regarded. 
It is considered as the only solid basis of educa­
tion. But what religion? and how is it to be 
taught? We shall be answered at once, the reli­
gion of the B.ble; and it is to be taught in accor­
dance with the facts, and precepts, and principles 
of the Bible.
But we all know that those who profess and call 
themselves Christians, are by no means agreed as
to what the religion of the Bible is. If they were 
they would form but one body, instead of being 
broken into multitudinous sects. And we know 
too, that each sect, while it professes to follow the 
Bible, arrives at very different results from its 
neighbors. It is evident then that religious in­
struction must be imparled according to some one 
of the several forms which it assumes in the 
Chri-lian .world, unless we will leach only an 
much as is common to all of lhem. But if this be 
right and proper in the ca?e of children and youth, 
then it is equally to f*>r adults to believe and hold 
io only so much of divine truth as receives the 
unanimous a.-ceiit of Christendom. While on the 
other hand, if the adult is bound to receive the 
whole counsel of God, and bound to use every 
proper means to arrive at the knowledge of it, 
ihen is he likewise bound to declare that same 
whole counsel to his children.
It is the declaration of Jesus Christ himsplf at 
the close of the Revelation of the Divine will: “if 
any man shall take away from I lie words of the 
book of this prophecy, God shall take away his 
part out of the bonk of life, and out of the indy 
city.” How then can we fora rn ment admit the 
point, that there is any part of what we believe Io 
be divine truth as it is embodied in the Scriptures, 
which may be kept back or given up. Grant 
that it is not a subject of such vital importance 
as many others; still if it is contained in the 
words of the book of God, to take it away, or per­
mit it to be taken away from ourselves and from 
our children, is certainly to expose ourselves to 
the juoi indignation of Him from whom it einan-
I
ated.
The idea then of a General Religion as the ba.-is 
of education as contradistinguished from that par­
ticular form of it professed by some one Christian 
denomination cannot be entertained. It is alto-
. getiier erroneous in its principles.
And besides this, it is altogether visionary. It 
I never has been, and never can be reduced to prac­
tice. Men may profess to do this, and they may
I
 he very hugest in their endeavors; but I be thing is 
imoossible; and their general religion will very 
soonjie seen to assume the hum and coloring of 
i that particular system, which they in their hearts
and minds have adopted.
We come then to the question,—what form of 
religion sh ill be adopted as tiic standard and guide 
in education?
But can it be necessary to discuss this question 
before church men'* If we were a body joined to- 
1 get her, by art and m in’s device, a society of liu- 
I man origin; and if our peculiar views were mere 
prejudices anu private opinions, then it might be a 
question whether it *ere not equally well to a.low 
our children to be trained up in accordance with 
, some other system. But this is not the case. 
We are not a sect, which originated, in the will 
and plans of any man. Nor are our principles and 
doctrines human dogmis. Wc belong- to the 
• Holv Catholic Church, to that divine society 
winch is built upon the foundation of Apostles 
and prophets; Jesus Christ himself being the 
Chief corner-stone. And what we hold as truth,
, we so hold because it is thus written in the Bible, 
and because it has been thus held in the Church of 
Christ from tho beginning, everywhere, and by 
all.
And hence, we cannot for a moment entertain 
the question, whether it is not expedient for us to 
allow our children to be educated nccording to 
some other form of religious truth. The moment 
we do this, we leave tho tine ground, upon which 
as churchmen we stand, and virtually say to 
others, our system Ins no better foundation than 
yours. And if we are to take this ground, then 
we cannot see why it is not expedient, nay, why 
it is not our duty, to give up our system and 
adopt theirs.
Let vis not be misunderstood. We say not 
one word in disparagement of the piety and intel­
ligence and excellence of the members of the va­
rious (iCnoiniuatious around us. We only say,
I that tiie clnirclimin cannot with consistency hold 
that it is a mitier of but little moment, whether 
he adopt one view of religion or another. And 
he does say this, when he is willing that bis chil­
dren should ba eJucated under any other than de­
cidedly Church influence.
This is fur from being an unimportant matter. 
Nor are these views bigotied and illiberal. The 
point in question is one which affects the integrity 
of the truth of God. And hence the necessity of 
speaking plainly, and acting with firmness and de­
cision. Nor is that at. all inconsistent with the 
kindest feelings to those from whom we differ. 
Nay, by this course the truest charity will be pro­
moted.
Bit nt all li-izirds, the children of the Church 
should be trained up in the ways of the Church, 
and not be left as they too often are without any 
religious instruction but of the most vague kind, 
or that, which is, to siy the least of it, not in ac­
cordance with what the Cuurch declares to be the 
'.ruth of God.
Co.wk.\t:ox or Mismiuri.—This was held in S* 
Louis on the 17 li of M »rch—present tho Rt. 
Rev. Jackson Kemper, D. D., the Rev. Messrs. 
Crane, Hedges, Minard, Sm th, flommin and 
Peake; the last named being app>in*ed Secretary. 
A correspondent of the Ba mer of the Cross thus 
remarks—
‘•The first subject proposed by the Bishop for 
the consideration of the meeting was the propriety 
of taking preliminary m-i-mres for tho organiza­
tion of Missouri as a D > :ese. The Bishop sta­
ted tile iuconvenieuice s<>m-u.m*s arising from the 
want of such organization, particularly in those 
cases where the action of a stall ling committee 
is necessary: whereupon, on motion of the Rev. 
D. S. Hedges,
“Resolved, that it is expedient, with the ap­
probation ol BiUiop Kemper, to organize the 
Protestant Episcopal Church in the State of Mis­
souri as a Diocese, and that the Bishop is hereby 
leqnested to call the prim .ry Convention of the 
Church, at such lim ■ as this Coiivemtion with his 
advise shall determine; with the full understand­
ing that application be made for admission into 
[ the General Convention, on the ground only, that 
I Bishop Ktmpcr continue his missionary labors in 
j the state.
“On motion of the Rev. S. A. Crane.
“Resolved, that the Bishop is hereby requested 
to call tho primary Convention, to meet in Christ 
Church, St. Louis, at 11 o’clock on the Monday 
before the 23J Sunday ufter Trinity of the present 
year.
“On motion of the Rev. Mr. Crane,
“ResolveJ, that the Bishop is hereby requested 
to appoint a committee, to prepirc and propose to 
the priuury coiivetMori a constitution and canons 
for the government of the Church in this state. 
The Rev. Messrs Crane, H >dges and Minard were 
appointed said committee. O:i motion,
“Resolved, taut the Minnies of this Conven­
tion be forwarded for publica.ion in the periodicals 
of the Church.
“Whereupon, on motion, the Convention was 
' then adjourned.”—£?. Churchman.
Episcopal Service-.—Ji M in lay, March 30th 
in St. Stephen’s C.lurch, Willingb trough, New- 
Jersey, after prayers by the Rev. Mr. Wiltberger, 
Bishop Doane preached and confirm nJ twenty four 
persons.
On Tuesday, April 2 id, in Trinity Church, 
Moorestown, tho B.oliop preached and confirmed 
foe persons.
In St. John’s Church, Chew’s Landing, on Sat 
urday, 4 h, the Bishop confirmed two person!, 
1 preached and administered the holy communion.
On SunJay evening last, after sermon by the 
Bishop, lie confirmed eleven persons io Camden.
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Niw jBBsir.—Episcofai Services.—OnThurg Episcopal Acts bi the Bishop of New York.
day, 26:h March,' in Christ Church, Bordentown. —City <4 New York.—Fourth Sunday in Lent, 
Bishop Doane prcacheJ and confirmed eight per- i March 29, in the morning, coofidueJ 59 in St. 
.on-. 1 Pe,ef’,t Church.
On Friday 27th, in St. Andrew’s Church, Mount | Ci’y of Brooklyn.—In the afternoon, confirmed, 
Hotlv, the Bishop preached and confirmed five 20 in the Chapel of Christ Church, 
persons.
On Sunday morning. 20'h, in St. Mary s Church,
Burlington, the Rev. Mr Germain read prayers, 
and the Bishop preached, and confirmed seven per- 
SODS.
care of its faithful Rector, the Rev. Mr. Morse. 
As a Christian, she was hvm'ole and consistent; 
exemplary in her walk and retiring in her profes­
sion*. Divine charity, which delighleth not only 
in “thinking not evil,*’ but in ‘"doing good” to all, 
land especially to the poor, was a prumineut fea­
ture of her Christian character, and many aro the 
tears that have flowed, in gratitude to the hand
cessities of the poor and needy. The ditease of 
which the died, was of a character to try, in an 
unusual degree, her patience under sufferings both 
severe and long protracted; but the trial only serv­
ed to develops the serenity of a temper which no
Died at Granville, on Monday morning 13 th bodily pain or weakness could rufile, and the 
inst., Mrs. Jane Eliza Smith, wife of A. J. strength of a hope, which, as the anchor of the
MAKK1LD,
On the 8th instant, in Granii. ?, Lid ing waB always open, and widely open, to, he ue-
I’liiLADF.LpniA.—On Sunday last Bishop On- 
derdonk confirmed in the morning, forty six per­
sons nt Christ Church, and thirty in the evening 
at the Church of the Epiphany.
On Tuesday evening eighteen persons were con­
firmed by the same in Emmanuel Church, Kensing­
ton.
On Wednesday af.crnoou, thirty persons, 
in Gloria Dei (Swedes’) Church. This is the se­
cond con, >i mat ion held this season in this Church, 
the former number confirmed having been fifteen. 
It has been the result of a state of seriousness in 
the congregation gieatly encouraging to the rector, 
and exhibiting some of that same interest in things 
holy and heavenly, of which we have heard and i 
seen so much in most of our Churches within the 
last few months.
county, by the Rev. 8. A. Bronson, John J. Tur­
ner, M. D., of Knox county, to Miss Harriet A. 
) Malian, of the above named place.
OSlITIIAit Y.
Smith, Cashier of the Granville Bank, in the thii tv- 
fourth year of her age.
In this afflictive dispensation of divine Provi­
dence, the Episcopal Church in this place, has been 
deprived of a worthy member, fond parents, of a 
beloved daughter, two interesting children, of the 
care of a pious mother, and an affectionate hus-
soul, was both sure and steadfast. Having been 
advised to seek the highest medical skill and ex­
perience, which our country affords, she was taken 
to Piniadelphi i, and there became a patient of Pro­
fessor II---------- , under whose assiduous and skil­
ful care, she passed through much suffering, but 
her disease proving beyond the resources of the
band, of an amiable and devoted wile, buch are ,nejicaj art, Kj,e again returned to her family and 
the ties which have been severcJ by this one dis- ‘ f,nmCt The impression which she made upon all 
pensationof the Almighty. A loss has been sub- i wj1(> ^new her, may he indicated, in some degree, 
tained which the world cannot repnir. Still t..ere hy the following language of her medical atten­
dant in Philadelphia, in reply to a letter from theis comfort in the midst of affliction. There was
v „, , , . , , that in Mrs. Smith’s case which enabled her »«» i u announcing her death. “Mrs. S. was
On Wednesday evening, twenty personr were, • ...
« j v ,i n i » ii vi s re ,n<^ul81 8 ‘e"c cMdeare.1 connexions with wcij calculated to excite tins enduring interest and
confirmed by the Bishop, at the Mission Church , . ;
. . „ ,. i- v . i much composure. She imniiested much ripeness : ag",.C(ji,n. BO intelligent, so gentle and amiable, so
of the Evangelists, making the number seventy- I , . , r , b
* , .. ... | for heaven, liav mg been seventeen years a profcsserl i pu|| „p gpirjtg nnj B j ling in the midst of
seven confirmed in that parish this season.—hint. I . , , , ,.
servant of Christ, and having honored Ins cause I ptiffering and disease which human agency might
________________ I by a godly life. Her cons'itulion had lor years mitigate, but could not relieve. We must believe,
Clerical Changes._ The Rev. Edward Inger- j been delicate, and her temperament was exreed- u,al no, on|y bhP nnw relieved from suffering,
soil, late a Presbyter of Hie Diocese of Connect*!- 1 *ng'y nervous; yet a near friend, who watched, ; bul thatslic ts perfectly happy.” Such is the con-
cut, unving re.timed 'into 'h«* diocese of New °ver her in her dying miments, remarked, that Isolation of those who sorrow not ai those with-
York, with a letter of dismission, and been there *he never knew her rn »re cnr.'r«»sed upon any enb- , o„, j, pP> For her,death hr ; no teirors, and her 
received, has changed accordingly Ins canonical joct, than upon that of death. She died of a pro- Pni,it Was freely resigned to God who gave it. 
residence, and become Rector of Christ Church, 'ractcd pulmonary disease, in the perfect posses- Surrounded, as she was by all that can nnke life 
Troy. b*°n her reason, without a struggle or a groan, ! (|Par („ ub| yet it was her happiness to have attain-
Ti.c Rev. Joseph D. Tyler, Principal of the **' the confident expectation of greeting that Sa- P,< t;,at vvhicli is dearer than life, and sweeter than 
Deaf and Dumb Asylum, at Stauutun, has changed *>°ur whom she had so long loved and followed. B|| earthly things, “a life beyond the grave.” 
Granville, .April 15, 1840. E.his canonical residence, by letters dimissory, from 
the diocese of Connecticut to that of Virginia.
The Rev. Sylvester Nash has resigned the rec­
torship of St. Luke’s Church, E. Greenwich, and 
accepted a call to the rectorship of Trinity Church, 
Saco, Maine.
Died, at her late residenc near Steubenville, in '
Steubenville, .April 15 h, 1340. A.
Death ofCuaules Hammond.—Our late Clo­
Western New York.—On Sunday, March 
15th, Bishop De Lancey administered confirmation 
to seventeen persons in Trinity Clmrcli, Geneva; 
and on the 221, to twenty seven persons in St. 
Peter’s Church, Auburn.
On Wednesday, the 18ill nit., Rev. Samuel 
Cook. Deacon, was nrdaii.eJ Priest, in Trinity 
Church, Geneva. Mr. Cook, wc understand, is 
laboring with great fidelity and success at Lynns, 
Wayne Co. N. Y.
Bishop De Lancey visited St. Matthew's Church. 
Moravia, Cayuga county, on Tuesday, the 24 h 
of March. In the morning the Rev. Mr. Iluckley 
of Auburn, read prayers, assisted by the Rev. 
Mr. Gregory, of H-mer, who read the lessons, 
and the Bi.-hop preached. In the afternoon, the 
Bishop preached, and confirmed Jive persons. In 
the evening the Rov. Mr. Hackley read prayers, 
and the Rev. Mr. Gregory preached. Notwith­
standing the violence of a snow storm, which con­
tinued during ttie whole day, the Church was filled 
by an alten'ive and devout congregation on each 
occasion of divine service.—-Cos. Mess.
the 40 Ji year of her age, Mrs. Rachel Stokei.t, cinuaii papers bring intelligence of the death of 
wife ofGeuetnl Samuel Stokely, nnd daughter of Charles Hammond, E-q., the well known lawyer 
the late Doctor George Wilson, who is held in and editor. He died on the evening of the 4th 
such grateful remembrance by the early citizens of inst., in the 61st year of his age.
this place, for his devoted latiors nnd distinguished There are few men in the State, whose course 
excellence as a Physician, n id for the tenderness has been such, as to leave more indellible marks in 
of his sensibilities as a mart. In early life, when its history, than lias that of Mr. Hammond. He 
youth is buoyant with hope and animation, the de- was one of its eailiest settlers, and his active, en- 
ceased was distinguished among her iight-bearted terprisingspirit, soon di.-linguished him among the 
and gay companion-1, for the aprightlinesa of her public men of the infant Comm mwealth. A9 a 
ol mind, the sweetness of her disposition, the easy politician, his fearlessness and general consistency, 
and natural grace of her manners,and the elegance won *or ’*’in respect nt his contemporaries, 
her person, herself only unconscious of the influence though he vas often involved in the most acrimoni-
slie exerted in the circle in which she moved. As 
a daughter, she was devoted in her affection; as a
ous mental contests. In these, his strong, native 
vigor of intellect frequently gave him a decided
friend, firm and sincere in her attachments; as a advantage over those who contended against him, 
companion, exerting her influence to instruct as even a R,ron?er cause. The early files of 
well as to please. When, in after years, she had this Gazette, amply tost to the force and asperity 
become the centre of her own domestic eircle, she with which political contests were conducted, of
which Mr. II. was a participant. Honest in his
..... , , . . , , . . 1 sentiments, and ready to vindicate them, whateverexhibiting a lovely example ol the domestic vir- , .o * c they were. Ins opponents were never at a kiss to
lived a life of devoted attachment to her family.
toes, exerting a controlling influence over all 
around her, but employing only love as the instru­
ment of her power. The Christian graces were 
now suaeradded to her other possessions, she hav­
ing been for 13 years prior to her decease, a cr>m 
muoicaat in St. Paul’s Ctiurcb, under the devoted
know how he stood, from suggestions of policy on 
his part.
Latterly, Mr. Hammond has devoted himself 
mniily to the practice of the law, and his “Re­
port®'’ will ser.ve as lasting monuments to his indus­
try and capability in thst calling, as long as the 
State of Oiuo may exist.—Scioto Gazette.^
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distant church bells.
Up steeps reclining in the autumnal calm,
The woodland nook retir'd, and quiet held,
Upon the tranquil noon 
The Sunday chime is borne.
Rising and falling on the silent air,
With many a dying fall most musical,
And fitful bird hard by,
Blending harmonioosly.
The moon is looking on the sunny earth;
The little fleecy cloud stands still in heaven,
Making the blue expanse 
More still and beautiful.
If aught there be upon this rude bed, earth, 
Which angels from their happy spheres above
Could lean and listen to,
It were those peaceful sounds.
There is unearthly bahn upon the air,
And holier lights which are with Sunday born,
That roan may lay aside 
Himself, and be at rest.
The week-day cares, like shackles, from us fall, 
As from our Lord the clothing of the grave;
And we too seem with Him 
To walk in endless mom.
Not that these musical wings would bear us up, 
On buoyant thoughts too high for sinful man,
But that they speak the best 
Which earth hath left to give.
Of better hopes, and prayer and penitence,
Rising in incense on the sacred air
From many a woodland spire,
Or hill-embosom'd tower;—
That sadness, and privation, and earth’s loss 
In the great sea of goodness are forgot,
And sense of stern decay 
Is lost in s^yeet repose.
So deep al-e all things stamp'd with vanity,
So fading, and so fleeting, and so frail,—
And we too, while we speak,
Dropping ourselves away,—
That envy, an 1 unkindness, and revenge 
in very pity for themselves might weep,
Coping with a poor shade,
With real, sad unrest.
It may be that our hopes may be deceiv’d,
And we found wanting; yet a little while
We 'gainst ourselves will hope,
And against hope rejoice.
For earth hath nothing else found worth our care. 
Ana if we lose her all, we nothing lose,
So poor while it remain’d,
And so short-lived when gone!
But if we are beguiled by her false charms,
By her enthralling ways and prospects fair,
Her promises of good 
The shadow of a shade. ,
Fleeting behind to-morrow—on—and on—
If we by her vain impotence beguil'd,
Lose our great being’s end—
We are beguil’d indeed!
£ The Cathedral.
the MINISTER.
God’s minister these graces should possess;
Of an Ambassador the high address,
A Father’s tenderness, a Shepherd’s care,
A Leader’s courage, which the cross can bear,
A Ruler’s awe, a Watchman's wakeful eye,
A Pilot's skill, the helm in storm to ply,
A Fisher’s patience, and a Workman’s toil,
A Guide's dexterity to disembroil,
A Prophet’s inspiration from above,
A Teacher’s knowledge, and a Saviour's lovel
Bishop Kenn.
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION.
FEMALE EDUCATION.
BY R B V. II. BUHPHRuri, D. D.
!
“Are the abilities of the sexes equal?” 
This famous Lyceum question, upon which so 
many wits have been sharpened and so many 
lances shivered, I do not propose to discuss.
I should as soon think of debating the ab­
stract question, V hich is most valuable, a 
piece of satin, or a piece of broadcloth? It 
depends entirely on the use which is to be 
made of it. Do you want it for a gentleman’s 
coat or for a lady’s dress? Answer ine that, : 
and 1 will tell you at once, which is most 
valuable. Which is worth most, a ton of 
Russia iron, or a block of the finest Italian 
marble? The iron, certainly, if you want it 
for a steam engine, and the marble, as cer­
tainly, if you wish to chisel out a Cyprian 
Venus or a Belvidere Apollo. Two noble 
rivers are mentioned, the one deep, dark, 
and impetuous; now thundering over the 
precipice, and now rolling majestically on 
between frowning rocky barriers—the other 
quietly spreading itself out, as if to gaze 
upon the bright heavens and reflect all their 
glories: and lingering among a thousand sun­
ny isles, as it were to breathe their fragrance 
and he lulled to sleep by their choral harmo­
nies: and do you ask me which of these 
rivers discharges the greatest quantity of 
water into the ocean in twenty-four hours?
I do not know, nor care. The former, un­
doubtedly, has the greatest power, and would 
drive the largest number of spindles, mill­
stones und trip-hammers; hut the latter is far 
more lovelv to the eye, anil soothing to the 
heart. Nothing in the world would he easier 
than to prove that the abilities of the sexes 
are not equal; and it is just as easy, in my 
apprehension to tglie dither side of the ques­
tion, and prove the mental superiority of one 
to the other. Their minds, like their bodies, 
are cast in different moulds, and designed by 
the Creator for widely different spheres of 
action anti influence. Man is decidedly 
superior, in his own appropriate sphere, and 
woman as decidedly superior in hers. Let 
man till the ground, swing the sledge-ham­
mer, build and navigate the ships, dig the 
canals, construct the railroads, fill the learned 
professions, cultivate the abstruse sciences, 
make, expound, and execute the law’s— in a 
word, let him take upon himself all the hard­
est and roughest bodily and mental toil, but 
let woman take care of his house, welcome 
with her sweetest smile his return from the 
field or the hall of high debate; smooth his 
care-worn brow with her soft hand, and pre­
side as the acknowledged mistress of every 
heart, in the domestic circle. Let her polish 
the roughness of his sterner nature, rein in 
his impetuosity with the silken thread of 
love, when it would carry him too far, and 
pillow his despondency when bitter adver­
sities come over and threaten to crush him.
“M ho can find a virtuous woman, for her 
price is above rubies. The heart of her hus­
band doth safely trust in her, so that he shall 
have no need of spoil. She will do him good , 
and not evil, all the day of her life. She 
seeketh wool and flax, and worketh willingly 
with her hands. She stretched out her 
hands to the poor; yea, she reacheth forth 
her hands to the needy. She is not afraid of 
the snow for her household; for all her house­
hold are clothed with scarlet She maketh j 
herself coverings of tapestry; her clothing is I 
silk and purple. Her husband is known in 
the gates, when he sitteth among the elders 
of the land. She maketh fine linen and sel-
leth it; and delivereth girdles to the merchant. 
Strength and honor are her clothing; and 
she shall rejoice in the time to come. She 
openeth her mouth with wisdom; and in her 
tongue is the law of kindness. She looketh 
well to the ways of her household; and enteth 
not the bread of idleness. Her children rise 
up and call her blessed; her husband also, and 
he praiseth her. Many daughters have done 
virtuously, but thou excellest them all. 
Favor is deceitful, and beauty is vain; but a 
woman that feareth the Lord, she shall be 
praised.”
Was there ever so beautiful a picture 
drawn of female virtue, honor and loveliness! 
But no woman can be thus enthroned, and 
loved, and admired, without education; and 
to give them that rank and influence which 
belongs to them in society, females ought to 
be as we.I educated as males. 'Lime was, 
and not very “olden,” neither, when a differ­
ent sentiment prevailed. Parents thought 
their sons should he a good deal better edu­
cated than their daughters, just as they willed 
them the hulk of their estates. But very few, 
of respectable standing, I believe, think so 
now. It seems to be admitted, on all hands, 
that woman’s duties are as important as man’s, 
and that she requires as much educational 
training to fit her fur the sphere in which 
Providence intended she should move, as he 
does. Though man is “the head of the wo­
man, ns Christ is of the church,” she is to be 
his companion, and not his slave; and how 
can she he his companion, if his mind is high­
ly cultivated and hers is not? Moreover, 
she is to educate his children, in their tender 
yeai’s, much more than he can find time to 
do, even if he had the patience and the tact; 
and in this way she will give a decided bias 
to their minds; a tinge and shape Io their 
whole character!? through life. 'I’ake the 
women of any generation you please, and 
they do more to elevate or depress the char­
acter of the next age, than the men.
When 1 say that females ought to be as 
well educated as males, 1 do not mean that 
they ought to attend the same schools, nor 
that they should he confined to the same stud­
ies; but that daughters ought to he as well 
fitted, by education, for the sphere which they 
are to fill and adorn, as sons. All the ele­
mentary studies, of course, will be very much 
alike; and under teachers of enlarged and 
liberal views, even in the higher branches, 
there will he much less dissimilarity than 
many are apt to suppose. Girls are quite as 
capable as boys, of studying ancient and mo­
dern languages, and of mastering grammar, 
logic, algebra, the elements of geometry, phi­
losophy, botany, chemistry, and mineralogy. 
I do not say that every young ladv should be 
taught Latin and French, nor he carried 
through all the other branches which I have 
just specified: hut neither should every young 
man. The circumstances of the greater part 
of both sexes preclude them from spending 
much time upon liberal studies. But where 
the condition of parents will allow them to 
give good opportunities to their sons, they 
arc hound, in my apprehension, to give equal 
advantages to their daughters. Perhaps an 
exception should lie made in favor of a pub­
lic classical education, for the professions: 
because these involve higher and more one­
rous duties than females will he called to dis­
charge. It may be your duty to educate 
your soil for the pulpit, for the bar, for the 
professor’s chair, or for the halls of legisla­
tion; but “even nature teaches” that you 
owe no such duty to your daughter. And 
where a public education is not contemplated
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for sons they will want to master some stud­
ies, to fit them for business, such as book­
keeping, surveying, navigation, civil en­
gineering, and the like, which, in most cases, 
it would be preposterous for daughters to 
pursue.
But on the other hand there are certain 
ornumental branches and polite accomplish­
ments, which are essential to a finished fe­
male education, and which demand even more 
time and study: as the most precious gems 
not only admit of the highest polish, hut re­
quire it. Among these may be mentioned, 
ornamental needle work, drawing, and mu­
sic. 1 cannot, indeed, put these, and much 
less those superficial accomplishments which 
savor more of vanity than good breeding, 
upon a level with the solid branches of a tho­
rough female education. Mental discipline, 
I mean that which is acquired by patient 
thought and hard study, is almost as neces­
sary for a lady as for a gentleman. I know 
this doctrine may be quite too masculine for 
some delicate ears, hut why give the wings of 
a mere butterfly to woman’s immortal intel­
lect? Why, since God hath “made her but 
a little lower than the angels, and crowned 
her with glory and honor;” why treat her as 
if she were incapable of high resolves and 
liberal attainments? Why not, in your sys­
tems of education give her every advantage 
for intellectual culture, which experience 
proves her to be so capable of appreciating 
and improving; and which alone can prepare 
her for the tender relations and highly re­
sponsible duties which Gixl manifestly in­
tended she should sustain and perform? 
W hy not, since she is to be man’s most inti­
mate companion and confidential adviser,—Is 
to be with him in sickness and in health, in 
affluence and in poverty, in joy and in sorrow, 
why not make her ns great a blewting to him 
as possible, by putting her under the ablest 
teachers, that her mind may Ixj enriched with 
various knowledge, in connection with that 
inward “adorning of a meek and quiet spirit, 
which in the sight of God is of great price?”
But while I plead thus earnestly for “wo­
man’s rights,” in the school-house and in the 
seminary, I do not think the females of any 
community, ought, in general, to be better 
educated than the males. This may not im­
probably be regarded, by most of your read­
ers, as a very needless caution; but is it en­
tirely uncalled for? Let me ask them to look j 
round and inquire. For myself, I think I 
could mention juite a number of towns, with­
in the narrow circle of my own acquaintance, 
where it is actually the case, and the way in 
which it happens is this. There is a flourish­
ing academy or female seminary in the town. 
If it is an academy, the young men, to some 
extent, avail themselves, in winter, of advan­
tages which it affords; but ns soon as the 
spring opens, they are wanted on the farm, 
and thus obliged to leave, perhaps in the mid­
dle of a term, and do not return till the crops 
are all gathered in, and winter again releases 
them from their toils. In the mean time, be­
sides enjoying equal advantages in winter, the 
daughters of the same families attend school 
all the rest of the year, and are studying La­
tin, French, rhetoric, history, logic, algebra, 
philosophy, &c., while their brothers are 
hauling out manure, making stone w all, cul­
tivating the soil and gathering the sheaves. 
And what is the effect of this disparity upon 
the best and dearest interests of society? 
Conscious of their own inferiority in point of 
education, these young men cannot ns$oc:Ze 
with their femule acquaintances of the same 
fcge and standing, on any thing like equal
terms. They are embarrassed—their pride 
is touched—they keenly feel their own infe- 
rioity—they descend from the rank which 
they ought to hold, and form connections for 
life, much below the families to which they 
belong: or if any of them marry young la­
dies so much better educated than them­
selves, it becomes a source of mortification 
on both sides, perhaps for life. Few hus­
bands, I believe, can be happy under the op­
pressive consciousness of being gnatly 
eclipsed by their wives in general informa- ' 
tion; and it must be nearly impossible on the ’ 
other hand, for any ladv of strong good sense 
and a highly cultivated mind, to love and 
honor her husband, if he is very deficient in 
either of those respects. Now the simple 
remedy which we propose, in this case, is not I 
to level down, hut to level up—not to lower 
the present standard of female education, in 
such places ils I have alluded to, hut to raise , 
the standard of inale educat ion—not that pa­
rents should do less for their daughters, but 
that they should do more for their sons. The , 
application of this remedy, I am aware, might 
be attended with some inconvenience. Pa­
rents in moderate circumstances cannot so 
well afford to spare their sons to attend 
school, as their daughters. Much might be , 
done, however, to preserve a proper equili­
brium, by additional allowances of time on 
the part of fathers, and close application to 
study on the part of sons. But if after all, 
the hoys cannot he spared from the farm, I 
submit whether it would not, upon the whole, 
he better to take the ground, that the girls 
cannot he spared from ihe kitchen, so that 
“there may bean equality.”—-V. Y. Observer.
PRESENT SALVATION OF OUR CHILDREN.
Nothing less than positive piety—actual 
duvotion of heart and life to God; just such 
piety as the Gospel requires of parents, must 
parents seek for their children—and that not 
merely for their blessing live and bye, when 
they shall have ceased to be childern, hut 
now, while they arc the lambs of the flock, 
and “unspotted from the world.” We are 
not to train them merely for the nurture, but 
in the nurture of the Lord. We are com­
manded to bring them now, while little chil­
dren, to Christ, that lie may take them in his 
arms and bless'them; and when we do so, it 
must he with the object of putting them not 
only into his care against evils in the world, 
hut into his possession, and adoption, and ser­
vice, for all the present and eternal gifts of 
his grace; not that they may l>c kept for 
some future dedication of themsolves to his 
will: hut that now, under his blessing, a work 
of grace may begin in their hearts which will 
make them, nt this present time, children of 
Gixl by the sanctification of the Spirit and 
will he carried on in them, “unto the day ot 
Jesus Christ.”
It is of the utmost importance that this mat­
ter be well understood. The half-way mark 
is ns much short of our duty and God’s bles­
sings when we seek them for our children, 
ns for ourselves. Parents must take a defi­
nite and positive decision, whom they will 
serve in this matter, as in every thing else; 
and whom so far as they can settle thisques-' 
tion, their children shall serve. Here, as else­
where, “ye cannot serve two masters.” The 
world and religion cannot lie joint partners in 
the nurture of the Lord, 'fltere is little pro­
mise of a blessing to that kind of training 
which contemplates for children only a par­
tial influence <»t religion, instead of the entire 
mastery of religion—a future work of sancti­
fication. with only a present work of instruc­
tion and restraint, instead of the present in­
dwelling, in-working, and nll-sulxluing power 
of the Spirit of God, as there is to that kind 
of Christian who thinks to divide his heart 
between God and the world, and live unto 
himself now, without losing heaven hereaf­
ter.
Then let it lx: considered a first principle, 
in the religious training of children, that the 
object on which the parents set their hearts, 
the mark at which they level their aim, is not 
merely good instruction, but the ingrafting 
and experience of positive piety—not merely 
gtxxl feelings and morals now, and piety af­
terwards, hut positive piety now, as soon as 
possible: that their offspring may receive the 
Baptism of the Holy Ghost—“he born again 
oft he spirit, and made followers of God,as dear 
children?’—In other words, that precisely 
what the preacher of the gospel should seek 
lor those to whom he is sent, they must seek 
for the little flock which the good Shepherd 
Ihls entrusted to their care.—Bishop Mcll- 
vnine.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Cossecr itiox or Ciittirr Ckcrch, Savakhah.—On 
Sabbath, the 22 J insL, the impressive riles of Consecra­
tion were celebrated in the new and beautiful edifice re­
cently erected by the Episcopal Church of this city.__
The day was inclement, but the audience was iarge, 
composed riot only of those who usually worship with 
the congregation, out also from every other Church in 
the city. The consecration service «as read by Bishop 
Ives of North Carolina, assisted by Bishop Chase of Illi­
nois, and attended by Rev. Win. Spear of Charleston, 
Rev. Stephen Elliott, Jr. ol Columbia, Rev. Seneca E. 
Bragg of Macon, Rev. Theo. B. Barlow o( St. Simon’s, 
Rev. George White, and Rev. Edw. Neufville, rector of 
the Church. The forms prescribed for such an occasion 
hy the Church, are peculiarly solemn and appropriate, 
and riveted the attention of the whole assembly. After 
the dedicatory ceremonies were over, the usual morning 
service was read by Rev. Messrs. Spear and Neufville; 
at the conclusion of which. Bishop Ives delivered a verv 
learned mid eloquent discourse from the words—“Them 
that honor me, I will honor.” It was Indeed a noble 
production, einanuting from a pious heart and a vigor­
ous mind.
Setting forth the fundamental principles of the gospel, 
with force and clearness; tracing the history of her lit­
urgical service, from the restoration art of Henry VIII. 
backward to III * apostolic Christians: ably defending her 
from the charges and calumnies of her enemies, and 
closing with exhortations full of Christian lervor and 
devotion. It was a very animating sight, to behold two 
of the distinguished Prelates of the Church, with so 
many of the Reverend Clergy, present on this occasion, 
joining together in the consecratory services, and lifting 
their hearts and voices, a* the heart and voice of one 
man, that the Church which they then dedicated, to the 
worship of the Triune God, might lie indeed the temple 
of the Lord, the habitation of the God of Jacob. The 
edifice, of which we beg I cave to say a few words, is one 
which adds materially to the architectural bcuuty of our 
city. It stands upon Ihe east m side of Johnson's 
square, and presents n noble facade of pure white co­
lumns, forming a spacious portico on its western fiont. 
As we enter the building, we are at once struck with the 
rich appearance of the chancel: its chastely stuccoed 
arch: the elegant and expressive carving of the reading 
desk and pulpit; the splendid marble communion table, 
and baptismal font; all inclosed within the altar. The 
ceiling ia highly decorated; the only point of objection 
being its massiveness.
The Grecian style of architecture is preserved through­
out, and the whole appearance of the interior is eminent­
ly beautiful, judicious and comfortable in its arrange­
ments, tasteful in its displays, and presenting as a 
whole, a building which reflects great honor and credit, 
both on those who planned, and those who executed it. 
May it long remain Io adopt and beautify our city. 
May its beloved Rector long live to minister nt this al­
tar; and may all who enter its sacred courts, leave there 
the blessing, “Peace be within thy walls.”—Savannah 
Georgian.
Bishop or Moxtbsal.—The Lord Bishop of Mon­
treal returned to town on Monday evening last, having 
been absent nine weeks on his Visitation of the Dis- 
tr cts of Montreal, St. Francis and Three Rivers. 
Dining this winter lour, his Lordship held Confirma­
tions at 38 parishes or preaching stations; admitted four 
candidates to Holy Orders: and consecrated two Church­
es, one at Upper Durham, on the river St Frsnci a and 
oue at Mascouche in the country of Lachen--je—this 
latter having Veen mainly erected through the eaertions 
of ihe Hon. J. Panginan, Seigneur of ‘-hat place. We 
are happy to learn that this Lordship. wLo is in excel­
lent health and spirits, was everywhere received with 
the most hearty and affectionate welcome, and had
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abundant cause to be thankful for an increasing intereat 
in the thing* of God. In proof of thia we may men­
tion that twelve new churches are at this momeut pr 
jected or in process of erection; that of tl»e Conhrma- 
uona holder, many were in places in which that rite 
had never before been administered, aud that amwugs 
the people generally there is u growmug uwpostuou to 
appreciate llie services of the Church, audio Vtiold ta»i 
the form of sound words."
TOWNSEND’S EDITION OK THE HOLY BIBLE.
IRKINUI.I) IS HISTUhlCAI. AND CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER, 
(On the B .sis ol Lightfoot’s Chronicle,)
IN such a manner that tk-. Books, Chapters, Psalms, Prophecies, SfC. SfC-, maybe read atone connected His­tory, in the wards of the Authorized Translations;—The 
Gosj,ds on the Basis 0/ the Harmonies of Lightfoot, Dod­
dridge, Pdkmgton, Newsome,, and. Michaelts;—The Ac- 
count the Resurrection, 011 lhe authorities of West, Town- 
son, and Canfield. The Epistles are inserted in their J
PROSPECTUS
or
tfiEHB ©©aULaBOltAKs.
OR
Kenyon Literary Magazine.
Conducted by the Philomathauan and Nu Pi Kappa Sorieriea m 
Kenyon College.
Il i, painful to ,< fleet that where ‘J* ^J’^'o.’h places, and ddided accord,ng to the Anostles' Arguments. I T T is prop
the opening of the navigation, aull it twenty morecou 
be at once procured, there would not be wantmg °r 
them a ready and ample sphere ol uselulneas, auu He 
cent means of support.—liucbcc Mercury.
proposed by the I’hilomitiiisian and Nu Pi Kaf- 
ietiyb of Kenyon College, to publish a 
and Indexes. j monthly periodical with the above title. Not placing
By the Rrv. Geokgk Townsend, M. A , Prebendary of too much confidence in our own abilities, we have obtain.
BI BEE-CLASS QUESTIONS.
Durham, and Vicar ol Northallerton.
Revised, punctuated, divided into paragraphs and par­
allelisms, italic words re-examined, a choice and copious 
selection of references given, Ac.,
By the Rev. T. W. Coit, D. D., late President of 
Trannsylvania University.
ed, as contributors, gentlemen of superior talent and 
larger aitaininenis. *1 Ins—added to what we hope to 
accomplish in the ardor of a youthful literary enthuse 
asm, with such selections as an extensive field of foreign 
and domestic periodical Literature, and xaltiable and 
well-filled libraries may afford—we presume Io hope,
uilPSTinvc for THE FIRST I FSSON OF THE . 11 R've“ me n,uch Ple’*sure lo.u'!'le recommending Will r„ndcr lhe Collegian worthy of patronage and 
QUESTIONS roR™™! ’arnvirr I tl,e Pr,,P<*«l America edition of Townsend « Historical perusal.
aud Chronological Bible,’ edited by the Rev. Dr. t oil. At a time when the arts and sciences are in a state of 
The confidence inspired by the known qualifications of rapid improvement: when all classes of society are be- 
hoth the English and American editors, is increased by coining interested in the diffusion of knowledge, and the 
the opportunity which 1 have had of examining the influence of genius and talent upon society at large is 
prospectus and specimen. greater than at any former period; it is believed that a
Ben j. T. Onderdonk, Literary Magazine, combining variety and abundance
Bp. oftheProL Epis. Church in the State of N.Y. with cheapness, will be accept Me. especially to those 
The undersigned very cordially concurs in the testi- wj,o take an interest in Western Littralure, and the pro 
inonial of the Bishnp of New York, as expressed above, press of voung men Darning up for the future service of 
He has had the English edition in his library sin-e its tlieir country.
first appearance, aud r. juices that it is to he made more The Collegian will be edited lv a Committee of the 
generally accessible in at: American edition, and espe- Philomathesian and Nu Pi Kappa Societies. Each num 
cialiy under an editor so competent to the work. ber wj|| contain fifty pages of’choice original and select-
G. 'V. Doane, ed litetary and scientific n acting n atter, printed on pa-
Bishoo of the Dior ese of New Jersey. per of superior quality, with beautiful type of the small 
I entirely concur in the recommendation given by ; pj(.n and |)revif>r s zes.
that an American edi- 1 The animal subscription is three dollars only; to b« 
make the work more pa j invariably in advance, or on the delivery of the
MORNING SERVICE.
THE FIRST SUNDAY AFTER EASTER.
The Sundays after Easter were spent by the primitive 
Christians iu joyful commemoration of the Saviour's 
resurrection, and the promise of the Comforter; and 
accordingly we find, that these occasions of joy and 
exultation are the principal subjects of all the Gospels 
from Easter to Whitsuntide.
On this day, being the octave of Easter, there used 
to be a repetition of part of the service of Easter day: 
and hence, this Sunday being celebrated, in like manner 
but in a low degree, obtained the name of low Sun­
day.
1. What is this Sunday called!
2. How were the Sundays after Easter spent by the
primitive Christians! . . , I Bi hop Onderdonk, and am glad
3. What are the principal subjects of the Gospels Uon Towns, nd’s Bible, will
from Easter to Wliitsuntid* ?
4. How many days are there from Easter to Whit­
suntide!
5. What was this Sunday fnrmetly called!
G. Where are the Psalms for this day 1
7. W'hereis the FIRST LESSON!
8. Is v. 2 a prediction that God would preserve his 
people Israel amid all their desolations, oris it a promise 
to individual believers!
9. What is meant by giving Egypt, Ethiopia, and 
Selin, for his people! v. 3. 2 Chron. xiv. 9, 14.
10. Do v. 5, G, predict the return of the Jews from 
their captivities, or their ingathering to the Christian 
Church! •
11. Who are addressed v. 9!
12. Does the 14th v. mean to say that God for the 
take of Ins people had sent to Babylon, or that be would 
send!
13. To what event do v. 16, 17, alludef
14. Of wbat doea'-ed or p ain f.-< ni v. 22 to 24!
15. When God pardons ski, fur whose sake does he 
do it! v. 25.
16. How or when was v. 28 accomplished! Jer. lii. 
24, 27.
easy to be procured
F. L. Hawks,
Rectorof St. Thomas’s Church, New York. 
We most heartily concur in the testimonies of appro­
bation given to the character and usefulness of the 
above-named work.
Jamfs 11. Otev,
Bishop of the Diocese of Tennessee.
L. S. Ivm,
Bishop of the Diocese of N. Carolina. 
SiMUEt. A. McCo.-khy,
Bishop ofthe Diocese of Michigan. 
John H. I! ope ins,
Bishop ofthe Diocese of Vermont.
T. C. Bkowni-li.,
Bishop ofthe Dioc.se of Connecticut. 
Jackson Kimi'LR.
Missionary Bishop.
Ciias. P. McIi.vainf,
Bishop of the Dioctse of Ohio.
Sets ofthe above works are for saie in Columbus, at 
the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING.
February 22..
first number, which it is proposed to , ubiisli in the 
ensuing spring.
The work w 11 be tnni'e I regularly and directed to any 
Post OlKce in the Uni id States to which it may be or­
dered. All letters (post-paid) to be addressed to the 
‘‘Editors ofthe Collegian. Gambier, Ohio."
Gambier, December, 1839.
HISTORY OF CHRIST.
TECTURES upon the History of our laird and Fa-• riour Jesus Christ. By the Rev. Henry Blunt, A.M. 2 vols. Price 4JI 75.
I .e, lures upon the History of Abraham and Jacob. By 
the Rev. Henry Blunt. ,. M. Price jjil 25.
Lectures upon the History of St. Paul. Ily the Rev 
Henry Blunt, A. M. Prtc-e lj<l 516.
Discourses on some ofthe Doclrinul Articles of the Pro- 
trstunl Episcopal Church. Also Lectures on the History 
yfSt. Peter. By the Rev. Henry Blunt, A. M. Price 
$1 25.
A Praetintl. Exposition of the Epistles to the Stren 
Churches qf Asia. By the Rev. Henry Blunt, A. kt. 
Price SL
F E AI ALE INSTITUTE.
Columbia, Tennessee. 1
lectures upon the History of Elisha. By the R«-v. 
THE SCHOOL TEACHER S MANUAL. Henry Blunt, A. M. Pri.e$l.
MIE School Teacher's Manual; containing practical Our Sariaur'.' Days; nr Evidences of Christianity, aa 
suggestions on Teaching, and Popular Education, they must have appeared to a Jew, 111 our Saviour's days .
President of the. Board of Trustees,
Tits Right Rev. Bishop Polk.
Visitor, and Lecturer on the Moral Sciences,
The Right Rev. Bishop Otev.
Rector, and Lecturer on the Physical Sciences,
Riv. F. G. Smith, A. M.
^IMIE next session opens on the 3d of February, and 
JL ends on the 3d of July
In addition to the Visitor and Rector, the arrange­
ments of the Institute for the next session comprise 
twelve Ladies residing within the building, to superin­
tend its various departments of instruction and duty, 
by night as well as by day.
Board, per session, - . . • $79
English tuition. - $8, 12, 20. 25
Languages, each, - • - f10
Music, - £25; Harp, • £30
January 9, 1840.
DR. TYNG’S SERMONS.
SERMONS preached in the Church of the Epiphany.Philadelphia. By Stephen H. Tyng, D. D. 1 vol. 8 vo. Price, £2,25. For sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING. 
Columbua, March 29,1840.
, By Henry Dunn, Secretary to the British and Foieign Price 56j cents.
School Society, London. Prepared for publication in 1 "Tins work is published ii 
this country, with a preface, by T. H. Gallaudet. 1 vol. ' lion of the Committee of (J
12 mo. Price 62A cents.
The Rev. Mr. Gallaudet says:—“This work is ein- 
' phatically a manual lor teachers. No one, who is a 
I teacher, whether ot* a day or Sunday school, ran fail to
be benetilted by its perusal. There are other works, in- 
deed of a similar kind before the public, and deserving 
of the highest commendation. But this will be found to 
have its peculiar excellencies, the results of long expe
n London under the direc- 
cneral Literature and Edu­
cation. appointed by lhe ‘Society for the Promotion of 
Christian Knowledge;’ which, of itself, is sufficient t» 
recommend it to the attention of the Christian commu­
nity."
My Saviour; or Drrotional Meditations, in Prose and 
Verse, on the Names and Titles >f the Isrrd Jesus Christ. 
By ill® Rev. John East, A. M. Pi ice, (>2A cents.
The Last Hours of our Lord Jesus Christ. Priee 50
LORD BROUGHAM S STATESMEN.
HISTORH-AL sketches of Statesmen who flour­ished in the time of Georg • the 3d. To which is added, Remarks on Party, and an Appendix. By Hen 
ry Lord Brougham. First and second aeries, in 4 vols. 
12 mo.
Opinions of Lord Brougham, on Politics, Theology,
Law, Science, Education, Literature, dec. &c. &c., 2 
vols. 12 mo.
Sketches of Public Characters, Discourses and Essays.
To which is added a Dissertation on the eloquence of llie 
Ancients. By Henry 1-ord Brougham. 2 vols. 12 mo. 
Just received and for sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING. 
Columbua, Msirch 29, 1840.
rience, careful observation and profound thought, ex- cents.
pressed in a clear, forcible, engaging, and often eloquent • King Solomon's Counsels to the Young, arranged and 
mariner. He who reads it once, if employed in the hu- ’ illustrated l>y appropriate examples. By the Rev. Hoe- 
siness of instruction, will be sure to r< ad it again; and
could its principles and spirit but find their way into our 
Schools and Academies, and even higher institutions of 
learning, good would be done, of which we can hardly 
estimate the amount."
How shall 1 govern my schooll Addressed to young 
Teachers: and also adapted to assist parents in family 
government. By E. C Wines.
Essays on School keeping. Comprising observations 
on the qualifications of Teachers, on school govern­
ment, and 011 the umst approved methods ot instruction 
in llie various branches of a useful education. By an 
experienced teacher. I vol. Price 50 cents.
Hints on a system of popular Education. By E. C.
Wines. 1 vol. I2r:io. Fur $ale' at the Bookstore of 
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus. April 4, 1840.
ULOO.MFIELD’S GREEK lESTAMENT^ 
r|'MJE Grech Tetlament, with English Nutts, Critical,
K Philological, and Exegetical, partly selected and ar­
ranged from the best Commentators, ancient and mod­
ern, but chiefly original. 'I he whole being especially 
adapted to the use of Academieal Stmhnts, Candidates 
for the sacred office, and ministers, though also intended 
as a manual edition for the use of theulogiral readers in 
general. By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield, D. D. F. S.
A.B 2 vols. Hvo.
Just received and for sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus, December 7.
The Inquirer s Guide, or Truth Illustrated by Tracts. 
Price 59 cents.
The Anxious Enquirer oflrr Salvation. Directed and 
EueourageiL By John Angel James. Price 59 cents.
The f h'i.tian Professor a !<lrcgped, in a series of Coin*' 
srls and Ccations to the memh.-is of Christian Churches. 
By John Angel JainpB. Price hl cents.
For sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING
Columbus, February 22.
GAMBIER OBSERVER
AND WESTERN « 11 V II C II JO V II It At. 
Juurd every Saturday, at ttw llcrtcm Church Pme, 
CAMBIEB, O H I U.,.
CHAUNCEY COLION. D. D..
Eorroa and I’ropriktos.
THOMAS R. RAYMOND. PRINTER.
TERMS—The Ganeier Ombrvkm and Western Chi rcn Jou“ 
sal is published on tne following toimx: Two Dollars, in advance. <■ 
t’wo Dollars fifty Cents, in six months, or '1 bree Dollars, at tha 
: nso of the year. 'I hesc conditions, as essential to the support s* 
ibe establishment, will in all c. ses hereafter be strictly adhered to.
Subscriptions in advance are due on the delivery of the first nur» 
oer—but if paid within four weeks, will be received as in advance.
To any person who will forward the money for ten new subscribers, 
or become reapousible for them, a diaeounl of tnenty per cent will t*
